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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE  

Certificate no.:
246978-2017-MSC-GBR-UKAS

Initial certification date:
16 December 1999

Valid:
05 October 2023 – 04 October 2026

This is to certify that the management system of

Harland and Wolff (Belfast) Limited
Queen's Road, Queen's Island, Belfast, Northern Ireland, BT3 9DU, United Kingdom

and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate

has been found to conform to the Quality Management System standard:

ISO 9001:2015

This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Design, procurement, manufacture, construction, assembly, commissioning, maintenance,
servicing, decontamination, dismantling, decommissioning, disposal and project
management activities; and provision of docks, quayside facilities and heavy lifting
resources.
Activities and facilities provided for naval, merchant, private and offshore vessels;
offshore structures, units and modules; civil and tubular structures; in relation to
shipbuilding, ship repair, ship conversion, offshore oil and gas, renewable/other energy,
recycling and civil engineering projects, servicing and testing of lifeboats and lifeboat
systems.

http://www.dnv.co.uk
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Appendix to Certificate

Harland and Wolff (Belfast) Limited

Locations included in the certification are as follows:
 

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

Harland and Wolff (Belfast) Limited Queen's Road, Queen's Island, Belfast,

Northern Ireland, BT3 9DU, United

Kingdom

Design, procurement, manufacture,

construction, assembly, commissioning,

maintenance, servicing, decontamination,

dismantling, decommissioning, disposal

and project management activities; and

provision of docks, quayside facilities and

heavy lifting resources. Activities and

facilities provided for naval, merchant,

private and offshore vessels; offshore

structures, units and modules; civil and

tubular structures; in relation to

shipbuilding, ship repair, ship conversion,

offshore oil and gas, renewable/other

energy, recycling and civil engineering

projects, servicing and testing of lifeboats

and lifeboat systems.

Harland and Wolff (Appledore) Ltd Wooda Road, Appledore, Bideford, Devon,

EX39 1UZ, United Kingdom

Design, procurement, manufacture,

construction, assembly, commissioning,

maintenance, servicing, decontamination,

dismantling, decommissioning, disposal

and project management activities; and

provision of docks, quayside facilities and

heavy lifting resources. Activities and

facilities provided for naval, merchant,

private and offshore vessels; offshore

structures, units and modules; civil and

tubular structures; in relation to

shipbuilding, ship repair, ship conversion,

offshore oil and gas, renewable/other

energy, recycling and civil engineering

projects, servicing and testing of lifeboats

and lifeboat systems.
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